SHAREHOLDERS, ANALYSTS & MANAGEMENT AFTERNOON – STRATEGIC
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT - NOVEMBER 2012
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Role and function
The primary role is to promote Group Five’s growth by
•

Providing resources to drive the groups client, geographical and sector
strategy under dedicated leadership

•

Identifying major strategic developments which are aligned with the groups
core competencies

•

Directing internal co-ordination between business and alignment with client
needs for large infrastructure and building projects including construction
and manufacturing supply.

•

Designing and implementing the group Africa strategy

•

Further enhancing contract evaluation via involvement from “pre-bid” stage
g to execution phase, via consultation with g
group risk
through

Free--flow interchange for SANRAL – KZN
Free

Focus
areas
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Focus Areas
Focus on two distinct regions of operation
 South Africa
 Africa

Key sectors of operations







Transport Projects
Buildings and Housing
Power (including renewable opportunities)
Oil and Gas
Mining
Water

Practical skills development
through
g the g
group’s
p academyy

Strategic
focus –
South Africa
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Strategic Projects - South Africa

•

Retain dominant position with key clients

•

Focus on proposed infrastructure roll out in transport, power and
water sectors

•

Build on group
group’s
s relationship with key State Owned Enterprises such
as Eskom, SANRAL, Transnet

GJ Crookes Hospital – KZN

Strategic
projects rest of Africa
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Strategic Projects - Africa
•

Focus on key regions

 SADC
 East Africa
 West Africa
•

Group Five has an specific advantages in

 Transport - road
 Power
 Mining
•
•
•
•

Utilize finance including debt funding PPP’s & concessions
Project focus will be on bankable opportunities
Leveraging the Group’s mobility strength & over-border experience.
Demonstrate Group Five’s support to both entrepreneurial
d
development
l
t and
d skills
kill training
t i i in
i Africa
Af i

Asbestos--free building components
Asbestos

Questions
& answers

For more information please contact:
Mike Upton
Chieff E
Chi
Executive
ti Offi
Officer
Telephone: +2711 806 0111
Email: mupton@groupfive.co.za
p @g p

Paul le Sueur
Executive – Strategic Project Developments
Telephone: +2711 806 0111
Email: plesueur@groupfive.co.za

Our website:
www.groupfive.co.za

Forward looking statements
This presentation which sets out information for Group Five Limited for the year ended 30 June 2013 contains ‘forward-looking
statements’, which have not been reviewed or reported on by the Group’s auditors, with respect to the Group’s financial condition, results
of operations and businesses and certain of the Group’s plans and objectives. In particular, such forward looking statements include
statements relating to, amongst others, the Group’s future performance; future capital expenditures, acquisitions, divestitures, expenses,
revenues, financial conditions, dividend policy, and future prospects; business and management strategies relating to the expansion and
growth of the Group; the effects of regulation of the Group’s businesses by governments in the countries in which it operates;
expectations regarding the operating environment and market conditions.
Forward-looking
F
d l ki statements
t t
t are sometimes,
ti
b t nott always,
but
l
id tifi d by
identified
b their
th i use off a date
d t in
i the
th future
f t
or suchh words
d as ‘will’,
‘ ill’
‘anticipates’, ‘aims’, ‘could’, ‘may’, ‘should’, ‘expects’, ‘believes’, ‘intends’, ‘plans’ or ‘targets’. By their nature, forward-looking statements
are inherently predictive, speculative and involve risk and uncertainty because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that
will occur in the future, involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other facts or factors which may cause the actual results,
performance or achievements of the Group, or its industry to be materially different from any results, performance or achievement
expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.
Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and are based on assumptions regarding the Group’s present and
future business strategies and the environments in which it operates now and in the future.
future Undue reliance should not be placed on such
statements and opinions because by nature, they are subjective to known and unknown risk and uncertainties and can be affected by
other factors that could cause actual results and Group plans and objectives to differ materially from those expressed or implied in the
forward looking statements. Neither the Group nor any of its respective affiliates, advisors or representatives shall have any liability
whatsoever
h t
(b d on negligence
(based
li
or otherwise)
th i ) for
f any loss
l
h
howsoever
arising
i i from
f
any use off this
thi presentation
t ti or its
it contents
t t or
otherwise arising in connection with this presentation and do not undertake to publicly update or revise any of its opinions or forward
looking statements whether to reflect new information or future events or circumstances otherwise.

